If eight points ara Incident with five of the circles of a miquelian configuration, then the sixth circle of the configuration is incident with five of the points.
Ch. Losanov. 0» Bneva ?i Chen [4] proves that if Mg is realised in an inversive plane then Ky (A^ * B^) is realized too. H. Schaeffer shoves that the realization of Kg follows from the realisation of My, A (*i -B i. A i+ 1 -B l+1 ) or ng (A ± = B^ A i+1 -A ±+2 ) [6], [7] .
It is interesting to investigate the partioular realisation of some miquelian configuration in a nonmiquelian inversive plane froa geometric point of view* In [5] it is proved that in «07 finite nonmiqnelian inversive plane S(q) the configuration M* (Aj -B ± , A ±+1 -B i+1 , A i+2 -A i+3 , B ±+z -B i+3 ) is realised. In [8] the partioular realisation of the configuration (Ai -B lf i = 1,2,3,4) in the same planes is investigated.
In this paper we ahall ahow that the realisation of the j configuration M| in a finite nonmiqnelian inversive planes S(q) depends on the geometrical properties of the penoils of oiroles in the planes.
For oar investigation we use a representation of S(q) which we introduced in [9] . The points of S(q) are the points (2,7) of the corresponding affine plane A(2,q) and the symbol (00), and the oiroles of S(q) are the ovalst Diy(x,y) + Ax + + By + C «0 in A(2,q), where D,A,B,CeGF(q)-Galois field of q elements, q » 2*, e odd and e>1, ^(x,y) » + y ff +xy and 6" is given by x 5 » x 2 for any xeGF{q). The elements of Aut S(q) are explicitly given by:^abpsr^^klm' where <p(p» It is useful for oar investigation to note that Aut S(qJ is doubly transitive on tba points of S(q) and transitive on the circles of S(q). Also in any bundle (hyperbolio pencil) £ there exist exaotly two circles o 0 , 0* suoh that the stabiliser of £ is doubly transitive on the set the circles { £\o 0 u0*} and on the points of o Q and e*. Since Ceo A , c^i Deoj, o^ it follows that C -(n, an) and V « (n, bn).
The circle and we obtain
But A e c 2 , B e o 2 » so *\|>(l,a) *M>(l»b), i.e.
(1) (a+b)^" 1 -1.
The cirole c^ is inoident with A and B, i.e. o^ is a oirole of the bundle with oarriers A and B (determined by o 1 and Cg). Hence o 3 : V(*,y) + + \(*+1) = 0.
But C ecj, D e c^ and therefore \jj(n,an) ip(n,bn) + ' nTl " m i,a * \p(n,an) = if>(n,bn) or (2) n^a+b) 6 " + n 2 (a+b) = 0.
Sinoe n + 0 and a + b 4 0 from (2) we have (3) n &~2 (a + +1=0.
From (1) and (3) we obtain n 6 " 2 +1=0 i.e. n = 1.
Bat this is impossible because o.| * o^.
ii) The circle y * 0 is contained in tt. Then Prom (4) and (5) we have (n &+2 + n 2 )(a + b) « 0.
Ab a 4 b and n / 0, it follows that n^+1 = 0, i.e. n = 1. But this is impossible, because c^ « c^. In this way Theorem 1 is proved. Lemma. For any circle c* of a flock (with carriers P,H) there exists unique involution from the stabilizer of the flock which fixes c*.
As Aut S(q) is doubly transitive on the points of S(q) we can put P »(<*>), H » (0,0). Then ^koo} • The involutions of Stab are the automorphisms such that y 2 = id (id is the identity).
Prom (t^koo) 2 -id it follows that x.k^JxP 2 , y = k^+DPtM) or x w + -0, where ot (J « q. This is true for any xeCF(q) if and only if'« 2 -1{mod q-1). But <u « 2 s , q = 2®, s < e, e-odd, i.e. Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
